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Iris, Cynthia, and the others gasped as they did not expect Leon to take Henry in without hesitation.

They immediately pulled Leon aside.

"Leon, have you gone mad? The Scarlet Thief is only of the eight most notorious criminals. He is a ruthless murderer! Taking

Henry it will only cause us trouble!” Snow said.

"Yeah. Leon, you need to reconsider this!"

Iris, Cynthia, and Ruth agreed along.

Though they all knew that Leon was resourceful, Leon mainly focused on training with sage art so none of them had a precise

understanding of which level Leon was in.

They assumed that Leon was in the Emperor State at best and since Henry mentioned that the Scarlet Thief was in the

Intermediate Almighty State, they did not think that it would be possible for Leon to stand a chance against the Scarlet Thief.

If Leon insisted on taking Henry and in doing so, crossed Scarlet Thief, he would be digging his own grave and they refused to

stand idly by while he did so.

"Snow, Iris, relax! I know what I'm doing. Don't worry!" Leon smiled.

While others might be afraid of the criminals, Leon was not.

Though the eight criminals were all extremely powerful individuals, Leon succeeded in killing two of them, including Asmodeus

and the Poisonwielder.

Since his overall strength took a great leap from the past and reached the Intermediate Almighty State, he did not see the Scarlet

Thief, who was in the Intermediate Almighty State as well, as a threat.

On top of that, he obtained a Nine Suns Flower from Alfred not long ago and owed the Dragon Corps quite an amount of

contribution points because of that. If the Scarlet Thief dared show up, Leon could take the opportunity to earn more contribution

points and pay his debt.

"But," Snow, Iris, and the other two opened their mouths to argue, but Henry intervened before they could say anything.

"Mister Wolf, forget it if Cynthion Group isn't in any position to take me in. I don't want to cause you any trouble," Henry said in

disappointment.

He did not have much hope that Leon would take him in, to begin with, and after hearing what Snow and the others said, he

knew that he should simply give up and leave to prevent causing Leon and his comrades any trouble.

"No way! Henry, I've already agreed to take you in. Don't worry. I'm a man of my word!" Leon said with determination.

"Mister Wolf, a-are you sure?" Henry questioned in disbelief.

He did not expect Leon to stand by his decision and could not believe what he was hearing.
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